Abstract. In this paper, we propose a hybrid genetic algorithm for partitioning a VLSI circuit graph into two disjoint graphs of minimum cut size. The algorithm includes a local optimization heuristic which is a modification of Fiduccia-Matheses algorithm. Using well-known benchmarks (including ACM/SIGDA benchmarks), the combination of genetic algorithm and the local heuristic outperformed hMetis [3], a representative circuit partitioning algorithm.
The Fiduccian-Matheyses algorithm (FM) [2] is a representative iterative improvement algorithm for a hypergraph partitioning problem. FM improves an initial solution through short-sighted moves based on the gain. Thus, the quality of the FM is not stable. Kim and Moon [4] introduced lock gain as a primary measure for choosing the node to move. It uses the history of search more efficiently. Lock gain showed excellent performance for general graphs. We adapt the lock gain for hypergraphs within the framework of FM.
To apply the lock gain to the hypergraph bisection, considerable modification is necessary for the lock gain calculation method, because lock gain was originally designed for the general graphs [4] . We propose a new lock gain calculation method for the hypergraph bisection. Let's define l e (v) to be the lock gain of a node v due to the net e. l e (v) is obtained as the following. We assume that the node v is on the left side without loss of generality. 
where N (v) is a set of nets to which the node v is connected.
We tested the proposed algorithm on 9 benchmarks including ACM/SIGDA benchmarks [1] . We compare the performance of the hybrid GA which uses the lock-gain based FM as a local optimization engine against a well-known partitioner hMetis [3] . Because the GA took roughly 200 times more than a single run of hMetis, it is not clear how critical the genetic search is to the performance improvement. Thus, hMetis200, that is a multi-start version of hMetis with 200 runs, was compared. Table 1 shows the performance of the GA. On the average, the proposed GA performed best in six graphs among nine.
